The Rubberway® Pervious Pavement Materials Kit is recommended for experienced contractors who are interested in learning how to install rubberized permeable paving. Kits are sold exclusively for the purpose of mock-ups, test sites, and repairs.

Each kit contains proprietary polyurethane and Pervious Pavement rubber bits for the installation of a small demonstration area; up to 25 square feet at a 2" thickness. The installation overview provides easy to follow, step-by-step instructions for set up, sub-base preparations, and mixture ratios, along with other techniques to ensure a successful result.

Our special binders are premium grade and derived of pure raw material compounds without fillers or VOC’s. The tensile strength properties provide long term durability and the granulated rubber is derived from recycled material, that is free of metal. These materials are pigmented to replicate the appearance of a natural walking trail or asphalt pavement. A broad range of attractive colors are available to allow the end user a variety of options.

Colors Available: Asphalt Black, Granite Gray, Brick Red, Light Brown, Dark Brown, Dark Green

For larger square footages, or should additional assistance be required, we encourage that a technical director be hired. WRSG technical directors will travel to any existing project site across the nation to provide guidance and training to a group of installers. A crew of 3 or more is suggested for square footages above 1,000 square feet for a quicker completion.